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‘GAG’
2019

‘GAG’ featured the work of staff, students and alumni, alongside works by various national and international contemporary artists, designers 
and enthusiasts from a range of disciplines. The works were were sourced from the private collections of staff from within Unitec Creative 
Industries, Design and Contemporary Art.
This exhibition provided the platform and opportunity for a glimpse into humour and satire - a space to have a bit of a laugh, critique, open up 
new discussions and, for a moment, view the world a little differently.  From the historical to the contemporary, the commercial to the 
referential and political  this was a broad based exhibition that reflected the breadth of practice that Creative Industries represents. 



Community engagement





•







Local and national relevance



The 2017 Australia and New Zealand Photobook of the Year Awards:  in 
association with MomentoPro.
Exhibition: New Zealand; Allan McDonald + Rim Books, Constance McDonald, 
Mark Purdom + Ramp Press, Robyn Daly, Howard Grieve, Michael Mahne
Lamb, Peter Alsop + Potton & Burton, Jamie Bowering, Dana Chisholm, 
Yvonne Shaw & Tim Mackrell + The Essence Archive, Harvey Benge + Dewi
Lewis Publishing UK, Chris Leskovsek. Australia; Steve Carr + Perimeter 
Editions, Chloe Ferres, James Bugg, Meg Hewitt, Hannah Nikkelson, Eliza 
Hutchison + Perimeter Editions, Traianos Pakioufakis + Editions, Stephen 
Dupont, Sam Forsyth–Gray, Cameron James Cope.
Floor Talks: Allan McDonald (NZ 2017 Winner), and finalists Chris Leskovesek, 
Yvonne Shaw, Tim Mackrell, Michael Lamb and Harvey Benge.

Back Catalogue: Solomon Mortimer.





“The initial impetus 
for Over Under was a simple 
desire to see 
the Joanna Piotrowska image 
that recently came into our orbit 
through the agency of Solomon 
Mortimer. The idea of a viewing 
expanded into a wider visual 
conversation between nine 
female photographers, and 
although the Piotrowska was 
instrumental the exchange 
between all participants became 
equalised.” McDonald.



The new GALLERY ONE venue in building 76 
opened with two stunning exhibitions that 
were conceived as part of the Auckland 
Festival of Photography 2020. These very 
different photographic exhibitions offer a 
curious insight into the problematics 
surrounding communication, memory, 
interpretation, experience and the 
referential from different positions behind 
the lens.

Electronic invitation flyers designed by 
William Bardebes. 



‘Beyond the Index’ 

“This grouping of artists scopes the breadth of the territory rather than providing a definitive 
offering. It suggests that “all arts are ‘composite’ … all media are mixed media combining 
different codes, discursive conventions, channels, sensory and cognitive modes.” McDonald



‘droplet’ 



External professionals



‘Bits n Bobs' Jeff Thompson and Bev Goodwin







International context









Carolyn Menzies



“The sullenness of grey enables the viewer to generate content and narratives that may emerge from memory or personal experiences – is Menzies 
alluding to home as an interior, with the scrubbing of pots and pans or an exterior sense of home with the gravel beaches of New Zealand’s west 
coast, the expansive meandering riverbeds of the South Island or perhaps the industrial landscape that inhabit urbanized locales?” Ferguson 

‘Immaterial’                                                                                                                 Carolyn Menzies



Artists in Residence   Taipei
Scape of Flow: CHEN Yu-Jung. 
There is no Chinatown: KUO Po-Yu  & SHE 
Wen-Ying aka ‘Working Hard’. 
AIR in association with Asia New Zealand 
Foundation and the Taipei Artist Village. 

CHUN TSAO ‘ZEELANDIA’ & TZUAN WU 
‘PROJECTS-PROCESS-PROGRESS’
AIR in association with Asia New Zealand 
Foundation and the Taipei Artist Village. 



!!!!Ancient!painting!of!‘The!Siege!at!Fort!Zeelandia’!!Public!Domain!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Still!from!‘Stargazing’!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!!!!!CHUN!TSAO!!!!!&!!!TZUAN!WU!
!
!
CHUN!TSAO!‘ZEELANDIA’!!&!TZUAN!WU!‘PROJECTS1PROCESS1PROGRESS’3
!
April 4th – April 27th  @  SNOWWHITE GALLERY:    Building One. Gate One. UNITEC. Mt. Albert.  
 
Please join us for the opening of the exhibition of recent work by visiting Artists in Residence: Chun Tsao and Tzuan Wu. at Snowwhite Gallery, Bldg1 Gate1 Unitec:. Monday April 3rd @ 5.30pm 
  

                                                                               



Zeelandia. Chun Tsao,                                                          

Projects – Prtocess – Progress. Tzuan Wu (projection in the back room) 





There is no Chinatown: KUO Po-Yu  & SHE Wen-Ying aka ‘Working Hard’. 





Māori alumni



Māori Alumni (2020)

Kia whakatōmuri te haere whakamua



Māori Alumni  (2020)Gallery One, Bldg 76, Unitec - Group show - Kia whakatōmuri te haere whakamua
- Walk backwards into our future with our eyes fixed on our past - 14/10/2020



Tira Walsh





Charlotte GRaham



Tyrone Te Waa Tira Walsh



Soldiers Row



Jaime Kapa



Jacob Hamilton



Selected images:  Claire Reti, Jacob Hamilton, Papa Ho



Māori Alumni (2019)

Te Tātai o Matariki
Te Tātai o Matariki is one of the many names used for this kāhui whetū (star 
constellation). This name speaks specifically to joining, connection or “tātai”. The 
name in essence speaks to the interconnectedness of life, that the signs and 
movements of Matariki in the heavens directly influence and effect the earth and 
the people, they are “joined” and inseparable. Therefore, Te Tātai o Matariki speaks 
to the intangible spiritual bonds that we share not just with each other and our 
ancestors, but with all aspects of the natural environment that surrounds us. The 
name speaks to union, balance and harmony, it speaks to the oneness of heaven 
and earth and most importantly, it speaks to our place in it, our role and 
responsibility as humans, as caretakers and custodians of the land, and of life. - Dr 
Curtis Bristowe





Harriet Reihana - Hinengaro, 2018-19 - drawings and objects







”The way in which taonga trace skin often embodying 
indigenous knowledges while traversing institutional spaces 
and pressure.” (Te Hira)

Jasmine Te Hira - Lost Content, 2015 - digital print (above)
Tyrone Te Waa - Providence, 2019 - mixed media (left)

“I look inward, it defines what is central to my 
constellation. Spirituality, sexuality, culture and 
psychology. I interrogate, reflect and observe.” Te Waa



Masters dissemination



Reece King “[King] perforates the sanctity of 
the picture plane: painting holes in 
his paintings; putting ordinary 
things together in pleasurable and 
unpredictable ways, and generally 
draining the angst from an exercise 
in authorship.” Fahey.





Unitec Research Fellow



Toby Raine
‘Room 001-2014’

TOBY RAINE. God Save the Queen. 
Dimensions 1150 x 1000 mm. Oil on Linen. 2019

Reproduced with permission, copyright artists own. 

TOBY RAINE.God Save the Queen. Dimensions 
1150 x 1000 mm. Oil on Linen.  (Photo courtesy of W Bardebes)

“His use of paint is not applied sparingly nor gingerly, but 
with gusto.  Like icing on a ‘not so pretty cake’, it is thick, wet 
and sticky, simultaneously abject and irresistible. Typically, 
the paint is applied and mixed directly on the canvas, 
layered up, pushed, smeared, brushed and scraped; 
transforming the once blank canvas into a tactile 
representation of characters derived from popular culture.” 
Ferguson 



Staff and student excellence.



‘Night walks in the censors garden’  Emma Smith, Kristy Gorman   
and Drew Setty.





Ainsley O’Connell. ‘Memory of Origin’

“Questions of identity are raised, in particular, the nature of an original versus a copy. While many elements have been 
replicated, as they are placed within objects of a new form, texture and/or materiality, or works positioned within different
contexts, each object takes on a new individual persona, disrupting notions of originality versus copy. “ O’Connell. 





Staff partnering with external professionals and stakeholders



‘New Upright Piano’                                    Samuel Holloway, Drew McMillan and the collective et al





“With its annotations, the score of New Upright Piano becomes a site of 
ambiguity and opacity, rather than the clarity almost all scores (even 
graphic or unconventionally notated ones) aspire to. It is neither a 
description or instruction, but a provocation to action; it is a means to 
open things up rather than close things in. “(Holloway )





“Altogether, New Upright Piano presents a moral guide, a possible critique of artistic pedagogies, and a 
proposal and invitation: to listen, read and re-read, to watch, to perform, and to play. “(Holloway)



Auckland Print Studios

Auckland Print Studio: lithographs, etchings, woodcuts and monotypes: Various artists, selected by John Pusateri.

An example of staff professional practice, partnering with community across the wider faculty. 



Other events, exhibitions and awards 
The 2017 Australia and New Zealand Photobook of the Year 
Awards:  in association with MomentoPro.
Exhibition: New Zealand; Allan McDonald + Rim Books, Constance 
McDonald, Mark Purdom + Ram2017p Press, Robyn Daly, Howard 
Grieve, Michael Mahne Lamb, Peter Alsop + Potton & Burton, 
Jamie Bowering, Dana Chisholm, Yvonne Shaw & Tim Mackrell + 
The Essence Archive, Harvey Benge + Dewi Lewis Publishing UK, 
Chris Leskovsek. Australia; Steve Carr + Perimeter Editions, Chloe 
Ferres, James Bugg, Meg Hewitt, Hannah Nikkelson, Eliza 
Hutchison + Perimeter Editions, Traianos Pakioufakis + Editions, 
Stephen Dupont, Sam Forsyth–Gray, Cameron James Cope.
Floor Talks: Allan McDonald (NZ 2017 Winner), and finalists Chris 
Leskovesek, Yvonne Shaw, Tim Mackrell, Michael Lamb and Harvey 
Benge.



BCE 2018 student exhibition.- used as a marketing exhibition over the summer break


